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Let j,i and C’~~ denote the /ith positive zeros of the Bessel function J,(.\-) of the 
lirst kind and of the cylinder function C’,(I) =J,(.\-) cos 2 - Y,(.y) sin r, 0 i z < II. 
respectively, where Y,.(.v) is the Bessel function of the second kind. We use here the 
notation j,., = c,,~, where K = k - ajar (see SIAM J. Math. Anul. 15 ( 1984). 206-2 I2 
for the references) and prove, among other things, that log j,,;r is convex with 
respect to v. I’ > 0, where K > K,, = 0.7070... This includes the particularly important 
case of the zeros jvi of J,(s). corresponding to K = 1. 2,... / ICI87 Acadcmac Press. In< 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For v 3 0 let ,j,,r and c,,~ be the kth positive zeros of the Bessel function 
J,.(.r) of the first kind and of the general cylinder function 
C,(s) = J,.(x) cos a - Y,.(u) sin r, 
respectively, where 0 da < 71 and Y,.(x) denotes the Bessel function of the 
second kind. 
In [6] we introduced the notation j,,, by j,., = cVh, where K = k - 2,‘~. 
This notation has several advantages as it can be seen in [l--5], where 
monotonicity, concavity, conveuit~~ and asymptotic properties of j,, as a 
function of V, have been investigated. 
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2 ELBERT AND LAFORGIA 
Actually, in [l] we proved that, under suitable conditions on K, j,, is 
concave with respect to v, i.e., 
j" = $ j,, < 0, K > Kg = 0.344..., V >o. (1.1) 
Recently [3] the result 
d3 
Y’ = -@ JYK . >o, K > 0.7070..., V2 0 (1.2) 
has been found as a consequence of an inequality which will be given below 
as a lemma. 
In a private communication M. E. Muldoon conjectured that the 
function log j,,Jv is convex with v > 0 for k = 1,2,... . We show here that 
this convexity occurs for all K 2 K,, = O.i'070... . 
This property is proved here as a consequence of the following result 
c3, P. 741. 
LEMMA. For v 2 0 and K 2 K,, = 0.7070..., the function j = j,, satisfies the 
inequality 
where ’ = dldv. 
As further applications of the Lemma we show that the functions 
j,,,/(v + 1) and jt, are convex with respect to v > 0 for K 2 1 and 
K > K~ = 0.7070..., respectively. 
2. THE RESULTS 
THEOREM 2.1. For v > 0 and K B u. = 0.7070..., the function log j,Jv is 
convex with respect o v. 
ProoJ: We have to prove that 
By the Lemma it is sufficient to show the inequality 
vjl2 _ j' ,2jl2 _ j2 
i(v+i)’ v’j 
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or, equivalently 
V3j12 -vzjjl-(v+j)vzj’2+(v+j)j* 
=j(j-vj’)(j+v+vj’)>O. 
But this is clearly true because j’ > 0, j> 0 and (j- VJ)’ = -vj” > 0 on 
account of (1.1). The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. 
THEOREM 2.2. For v 2 0 and K B K~ = 0.7070... the function jt, is convex 
M’ith respect to v. 
Proof: We need to show that (j’)” >O, or 
j” >-i” 
J 
When using (1.3) it is sufficient to prove the inequality 
or 
vjt2 - jj’ 
-j” 
(v+j).j j 
2vj’ + (j’ - 1) j> 0. 
Since j > 0 we have only to prove that j’ > 1. This inequality was shown 
in [6] for K 3 rT-, where it was proved only that iZ E (0, 1). However, it is 
implicit in [ 1, p. 276, Corollary 3.41 that j:,, > 1 if K 3 E = 0.344... 
Therefore in our case (K > 0.7070...) we have the desired result (j’)” > 0 for 
K>max{G, KO) = Kg, and Theorem 2.1 is proved. 
Remark 2.1. Theorem 2.1 completes the result found in [6], where the 
convexity of j& was proved for K 2 Iz, but E E (0, 1) was not defined. 
However, the proof of the convexity of jz, given there was based only on 
the inequality j{.K > 1. But this is true also for K 3 k7 = 0.344..., hence we con- 
clude that Theorem 2.2 can be extended to K 2 I? = 0.344... 
THEOREM 2.3. For K 2 1 the function jlh/(\l + 1) is convex with respect o 
1’ 3 0. 
Proof: We have to show that 
f(v)=(v+ l)‘j”-2(v+ l),j’+?j>O. 
A differentiation of ,f( v) gives 
,f’( v) = (v + 1 )‘j”’ 
which is positive by (1.2). Therefore we have to check only the sign of,f(O). 
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We claim that f(0) > 0. 
From ( 1.3) we have j& > -j’,,,JjO,, where j& = (d/dv) j,, 1 y = 0 and 
jlK = (d2/dv2) j,, ) V=O, hence it is sufficient to show that 
g(K) = -;f + 2joK 
K ( > 
l-:* > 0. 
h 
(2.1) 
By Watson’s formula [S, p. 5081, 
j:, = 2j,,, JO= &(2j,, sinh t) e -*” dt, 
where K,(U) denotes the modified Bessel functions of order 0, we obtain for 
v=o 
;i = 2 I1 &,(2j,, sinh t) dt. 
0 
Since K,(u) is strictly decreasing function we conclude that j&JjoK 
decreases with K. 
By the definition of rco in [ 1 ] we know that j&, = jOKO, hence g(lc) in (2.1) 
increases with K. Moreover [7, p. 3831 jbr = 1.54... and j,, = 2.40 .. . . hence 
g( 1) = 1.07... > 0, and this completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Remark 2.2. The proofs of the theorems in this paper are based on the 
inequality (1.3) of the Lemma. We believe that this inequality is not the 
sharpest one and it is desirable to find a more stringent inequality than 
(1.3). We conjecture that the inequality 
(v+ic+j,,,)jb~>(v+K)~~-j~,K 
I’h 
holds for v > -K. 
Remark 2.3. By numerical evidence we guess that the statement of 
Theorem 2.1 can be improved so that the function log[ j,,J(v + K)] is also 
convex. We observe that if we have the improvement suggested in 
Remark 2.2 then the convexity of log[ j/(v + K)] follows. 
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